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1 About this document 

This document provides an overview of driver integration in WinPE based OS deployment. 
There is a step by step guide on how to integrate the drivers. 

1.1 Prerequisites 

Empirum Unified Endpoint Management (v17.0.2 or higher). 

Empirum WinPE PreBoot Support (version 1.4.15 or higher). 
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2 Instructions for the provision of WinPE drivers 

In the following chapter, we describe the provisioning of WinPE drivers, which are necessary 
to be able to communicate with hardware that is not yet natively supported by the current 
WinPE. 

Despite frequent updates of the Microsoft ADK, it is possible that certain hardware types are 
not or not correctly addressed by the supplied drivers. The manufacturers usually offer 
special WinPE driver packages for this, which provide a remedy. 

Note: Please note that this does not always have to be a "fully functional" driver for 
operating system that is deployed. If the manufacturer offers drivers for your operating 
system, we suggest preferring them for the operating system installation.  
For a detailed list of the supported operating systems, you can generally refer to the driver 
package ReadME file or ask the manufacturer if necessary. 

2.1 Driver integration for a boot configuration 

For our case in the step by step instructions, we will use a Dell workstation and integrate the 
necessary drivers. 

Dell already provides the necessary mass storage drivers under the common name F6 
driver. This name is derived from the F6 third-party storage driver installation method during 
Windows Setup. 

As with the F6 installation method, you will need unpacked drivers to deploy the mass 
storage drivers (typically these consist of at least one of * .inf, * .cat, and * .sys files, often 
multiple files of those types may be included in a driver package). 
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1 After ensuring that the drivers have been unpacked correctly in the desired location, 
switch to the EMC and select the menu item Configuration > Boot Configurations.

 

Note: It is recommended to create a new boot configuration and thus to test the 
deployment. After successful tests, the necessary drivers can be transferred to a 
productive boot configuration. 

2 In the Boot Configuration overview, you will find "Additional driver folders" on the bottom 
right. 

3 If already integrated driver directories exist for this boot configuration, they are displayed 
here. In our case, we create a new boot configuration and the window "Additional driver 
directories" shows nothing now. 

4 Please select the  button and navigate in the file browser to the driver directory 
where you have previously unzipped the drivers. 
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Note: It is a good idea to always choose speaking names, so that you will be able to 
understand at a later date which driver should be replaced by a successor, but also to 
make it easier for other colleagues to identify the driver.  
The selected directories must be located on a share, which can then also be accessed 
by the activation service. Make sure that the user under which the Activation Service 
runs has access to the share and that the share can be accessed from the computer 
running the Activation Service.  
For the file storage and all path specifications, a maximum path length of 256 
characters applies. The following characters ~ " # % & * : < > ? / \ { | } are not allowed 
in folder, file and path specifications.  
The EmpInst$ share must be used here. 

5 In this case, we add the driver directories "SCSI" and "DRVLIB.NIC" to the boot 
configuration. 
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Note: Note that each driver directory must be added separately. 

6 Enter a description in the description field, which facilitates later identification of the boot 
configuration. 
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7 After all changes have been made, confirm them by clicking on the "Save" button. 

 

8 The WinPE boot configuration is now being created and can then be assigned to the 
client. 

Note: The WinPE Agent tries to find suitable drivers for devices that are not supported 
by WinPE's own drivers. That Any existing WinPE driver will always be given priority 
over a subsequently added driver. 
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2.2 Reading Log File Information 

The log file 'Matrix42.Platform.Service.Host.log' can be found on the client under 'x:\UAF' or 
on the server in the 'Auto\MAC' or 'Auto\UUID' directory. There you will find a section which 
indicates the missing device drivers or the installed devices if additional drivers have been 
stored in the boot configuration. 

Here in the example an 'Ethernet Controller' is listed as 'Unsupported Device'. And you can 
see in the last lines that no devices have been installed, because no drivers have been 
stored in the boot configuration: 

 

The hardware id can be used to search for a required driver. 

If you have stored drivers in the boot configuration, you can see from the log that the 
appropriate drivers have been installed. Additionally, the driver files are listed, and which 
devices they support. 

The appropriate drivers are then filtered for storage and network devices - everything else 
is not needed and therefore not installed. (Strictly speaking, only the device classes Volume, 
DiskDrive, Net, SCSIAdapter and HDC are used.) 

And finally, it comes to the installation of the drivers, as you can see in the example below: 
The driver for the network device has been installed. 
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In principle, unsupported devices are always listed - the installed devices are not listed by 
default. If you want to see all devices or more information about the state of the devices and 
the drivers included in the installation, you must change the configuration file 
'Matrix42.Platform.Service.Host.exe.config' on the server under 
'EmpInst$\Sys\Images\WinPE\binaries\UAF' and rebuild related boot configurations. 

 

To achieve that you must add the listener for the log file as XML node to the debug switch 
in the logging configuration: 

At <loggingConfiguration><categorySources> 

<add switchValue="Verbose" name="Debug"> 

  <listeners> 

    <add name="OutputDebug TraceListener"/> 

  </listeners> 

</add> 

you must add following listener 

<add name="RollingFlatFile TraceListener"/> 

So that the configuration looks like below and debug logs are written to the log file: 

<add switchValue="Verbose" name="Debug"> 

  <listeners> 

    <add name="OutputDebug TraceListener"/> 

    <add name="RollingFlatFile TraceListener"/> 

  </listeners> 

</add> 
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3 Instructions for the Provision of Operating System Drivers 

The following chapter first describes the concept of operating system driver integration. The 
following describes how to get the necessary information using the Matrix42 PreOS 
HardwareInfo package and how to integrate the information and drivers using the Matrix42 
Driver Assitant. 

3.1 Concept 

Before we move on to provisioning operating system drivers, we'd like to discuss how 
hardware discovery works in our case and the mapping of a driver package based on it. 

The Matrix42 PreOS package DriverIntegration is responsible for the integration of the 
operating system drivers. The package offers the possibility to decide which driver archive 
or driver folder should be integrated into the operating system. 

 Direct specification of the driver archive or driver folder via the computer variable 
DriverIntegration.DriverArchiveFileName 

 Automatic determination of the driver archive or driver folder via the control file 
Drivers.json based on the vendor name, model name and the operating system type 
(Windows 7, Windows 10, Windows Server 2016 or Windows Server 2019) 

 

The control file can be found on the Empirum server under: 

\\%EmpirumServer%\Configurator$\Packages\Matrix42\OsPackages\Drivers\drivers.json 

 

The mapping is based on the vendor name, the model name of a hardware and the assigned 
operating system source. Exactly this information is summarized in the drivers.json. 
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The names for vendor and model are not arbitrary.  They are specified by WinPE at runtime 
via the Windows Management Instrumentation (WMI) classes (gwmi 
win32_computersystem) and must be the same. This information can also be obtained by 
executing the Matrix42 PreOS package HardwareInfo. 

Note: With the DriverIntegration PreOS package since version 2.13 the model name in 
the Drivers.json does not have to match completely with the WMI read out model name. It 
is enough if the WMI read out model name starts with the model name in the Drivers.json. 

Example: 

WMI model name is VMware7,1 

Model name in the Drivers.json is VMware7 

This means that the driver specified at the model name VMware7 is used, even if the name 
does not match completely. 

If there are multiple model names in the Drivers.json that match the model name read from 
the WMI, the model with the greatest match in the name is selected. 
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Example: 

WMI model name is VMware7,1 

Model names in the Drivers.json are VMware7 and VMware 

This means that the driver specified at the model name VMware7 is used, because it has 
a better match with the WMI read out model name. 

Some manufacturers offer driver packages for several models. The only difference 
between the model names is the different name endings. With this modification the entries 
in the Drivers.json can be combined. It is no longer necessary to create an entry for each 
individual model variant.  

3.2 Determination of the vendor and the model 

In order to be able to execute the automated assignment of driver packages consistently, 
we need - as already mentioned - the vendor and model names as determined by the 
Windows Management Instrumentation. 

For this purpose, we provide the Matrix42 PreOS package HardwareInfo, with that you can 
determine all necessary information to be able to enter it into the control file by using the 
Matrix42 Driver Assistant. 

1 Assign a working WinPE boot configuration and the Matrix42 PreOS package 
HardwareInfo to the client. 

2 Activate the client (software and PXE activation). 

3 Start the client via PXE Boot afterwards. 

4 After successful execution of the package, you will find a file in the form 
"debug_drivers_<client>.<domain>.json" in the Mac8 or UUID directory 
(\\%EmpirumServer%\EmpInst$\Wizard\OS\Auto\{<Mac8>|<UUUID>}) of the given 
computer. 

5 The content can now be imported into the Drivers.json control file using the Matrix42 
Driver Assistant. Chapter 3.3.4 Starting the Matrix42 Driver Assistant on page 15 
describes the assistant and the import of the information in more detail. 

3.3 Matrix42 Driver Assistant for WinPE 

The Matrix42 Driver Assistant is a tool to customize the Drivers.json control file. The control 
file is used by the Matrix42 PreOS package DriverIntegration to determine the driver archive 
or driver folder to be integrated. 

3.3.1 Prerequisites 

 Matrix42 Client Management (v17.0.2 or higher). 

 WinPE Support 1.4.14 or higher. 

 PreOS package DriverIntegration 2.7 or higher: 

 To use the Driver Assistant, you need the updated PreOS package DriverIntegration 
2.7 (or higher). DriverIntegration 2.7 (or higher) supports the JSON format which is 
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created by the Driver Assistant. Older versions of DriverIntegration do not support this 
JSON format. 

3.3.2 Current functionality 

The current functionality of Matrix42 Driver Assistant for WinPE 

 Support of drivers for the Operating Systems Windows 7, Window 10, Windows Server 
2016, Windows Server 2019 

 Validation of the entries in the control file Drivers.json 

 Import of driver entries created by the HardwareInfo PreOS package 

 Import of driver entries via the previous version of the control file Drivers.ini 

 Automatic migration of the previously used Drivers.ini to the new Drivers.json, if it is was 
not already present 

 Importing driver files or directories 

 Reference to already imported driver files or directories via import 

 Manual adjustment of the control file 

 Add, delete and customize vendor entries 

 Add, delete and customize model entries 

 Customize driver assignments 

3.3.3 Limitations 

The following limitations exist when using the Matrix42 Driver Assistant for WinPE: 

 Currently the Driver Assistant can only be used on the Empirum master server. 

 The created control file is only compatible with the current DriverIntegration package 
version 2.7 or higher. 

3.3.4 Starting the Matrix42 Driver Assistant 

To start the Matrix42 Driver Assistant, the Matrix42WinPEDriverAssistant.exe application 
must be started in the Empirum\AddOns\WinPEDriverAssistant directory. 

 

Note: Make sure that the user who starts the assistant has enough permissions to open, 
edit, recreate and delete the Drivers.json file on the Empirum share. The user should also 
have the permissions to copy files and folders there. 
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3.3.5 Creating a Drivers.json file at first startup 

The Matrix42 Driver Assistant automatically tries to open the driver control file Drivers.json  
on the Empirum share at startup. If the driver control file does not exist, an empty driver 
control file will be created by confirming the following message with Yes. 

 

 

If a driver control file has already been created manually, this message will not appear and 
the Matrix42 driver wizard will open directly and display the contents of the file. 

3.3.5.1 Migration of Drivers.ini Configuration from Previous Versions 

If driver integration was already implemented in an earlier version via the Drivers.ini file, the 
import function can be used to transfer the entries of the Drivers.ini file to the new JSON 
format.  

The migration of the previously used Drivers.ini to the new Drivers.json takes place 
automatically at the start of the tool if no Drivers.json already existed. 

 

Note: As soon as no DriverIntegration package with version less than 2.7 is used anymore, 
the old Drivers.ini file can be safely removed from the server. DriverIntergration 2.7 and 
later uses a Drivers.JSON to map drivers, but it is also able to manage a Drivers.INI if the 
migration from INI to JSON has not yet taken place. 

 

Chapter 3.3.7 Importing HardwareInfo package output files at page 17 describes the general 
procedure for importing. In this case, instead of importing an output file of the HardwareInfo 
package, you import the Drivers.ini file which is located on the Empirum server in the 
following directory: 

Configurator$\Packages\Matrix42\OsPackages\Drivers\Drivers.ini 
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In this case the driver file or directory specifications in the Drivers.ini file are always 
automatically assigned to the Windows 10 operating system in the new JSON format. 

3.3.6 The Matrix42 Driver Assistant interface 

After creating an empty driver control file, the assistant opens and displays the opened file. 

 

Because the driver control file does not contain any entries, no subordinate vendor or model 
entries are displayed. 

3.3.7 Importing HardwareInfo package output files 

The easiest and safest way to extend the driver control file is to import HardwareInfo PreOS 
package output files, which the HardwareInfo package automatically creates in the 
EmpInst$\Wizard\OS\Auto subdirectory of the given client. Chapter 3.2  Determination 

of the vendor and the model at page 14 descripts how to generate the output file with help 
of the HardwareInfo package. 

This file contains the information about the vendor and the model of the given client. 

 

The import can be started via the Import button. 
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The file browser opens in the EmpInst$\Wizard\OS\Auto folder which can be used to 

open the output file of the HardwareInfo package. 

 

The output file of the HardwareInfo package is in the subfolder of the given client. This is 
either the Mac8 or the GUID folder. 

Note: You can also use the search function of the file browser to search for the client 
name. The output file of the HardwareInfo package always contains the client name and 
domain of the client. 

Once the output file has been found and selected, the import can be started via Open. The 
wizard then gives feedback about which vendor and which model was imported. 
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After confirmation with OK the new entry is inserted into the control file. 

 

 

An entry was created for the recognized vendor VMware, Inc. Subordinate an entry for the 
recognized model VMware7,1 was created. 

No driver files or driver directories are currently assigned to the operating systems Windows 
7, Windows 10, Windows Server 2016 or Windows Server 2019 of the model entry. For this 

reason, the entry is highlighted in light gray and marked with an exclamation mark . This 
indicates that the entry is not yet valid because there is no driver is specified, or the specified 
driver is not available on the Empirum share. 

3.3.7.1 Conflict situations at import 

When importing HardwareInfo package output, it can happen that the models to import 
already exist in the driver control file 

If the model values are identical to the existing values, the following message is displayed, 
indicating that no changes are necessary. 
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If a model is imported that already exists and where the driver specification differs, the 
following message is displayed. 
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Here it must be decided whether the existing driver specification is to be kept or whether the 
new specification is to be adopted. With Yes the changes are accepted. If you select No, 
the existing entries are kept. 

Note: Driver specifications for the Windows 7, Windows Server 2016 and Windows Server 
2019 operating systems always remain unchanged during import. These driver 
specifications remain unchanged even if the new specifications are accepted. 

3.3.8 Import driver file 

To assign a driver to the model entry, you can specify either a file name or a folder name 
directly in the entry of the corresponding operating system. 

In this case you must make sure that the folder of the Drivers.json file contains the 
corresponding file or folder. 

You can also press the driver import  button behind the corresponding operating system 
to select a driver file or folder to be copied to the Empirum share. 

 

In this case the driver import button of the Windows 10 entry is selected to import a driver 
for Windows 10 to the model. 

 

A context menu opens, which can be used to decide whether to import a single driver file or 
a complete driver directory. In this case, a single Zip archive is to be imported, therefore the 
Import driver file... entry should be selected. 

 

The file browser opens, which can be used to select the driver archive. 
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If the selection is confirmed with Open, the selected driver file is copied to the Empirum 
share and the Assigned driver value of the model entry is set.  

 

 

You can now save the changes with the help of the Save button. The confirmation dialog 
opens. 

 

Confirm the message with Yes, so the change will be saved in the driver control file on the 
Empirum server. 
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The confirmation of the successful saving process appears, click OK and this will return you 
to the Driver Assistant view. 

3.3.8.1 References to already imported driver files or directories 

You can also use the import function to create references to already imported driver files or 
driver directories.  

To do this, simply select a file or directory from the Drivers directory when importing the 
driver file or directory. The Driver Assistant automatically detects that the file or directory to 
be imported comes from the Drivers directory. 

In this case the file or directory will not be imported again. Only the correct path specification 
in the driver entry is applied. The following message appears during the import: 

 

3.3.9 Manual extension 

If there are no HardwareInfo package outputs, the driver control file can also be extended 
manually. For this the vendor name and the model name of a computer are necessary. 

3.3.9.1 New vendor entry 

By clicking  behind the driver control file entry a new manufacturer entry can be created. 
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A new vendor entry with the default name NewVendorEntry appears below the structure. 
The vendor entry does not yet contain any model entries. 

 

 

The vendor name can now be adjusted manually and extended with model entries. In this 
example the manufacturer Dell Inc. will be entered. 

 

3.3.9.2 New model entry 

By clicking  behind the vendor entry a new model entry can be created for this vendor. 

 

 

A new model entry with the default name NewModelName appears under the vendor. 

 

 

The model name can now be adjusted manually, and a driver can be assigned to the entry 
or imported. In this case the model name was Latitude 5491 and all operating systems were 
assigned the driver archive LAT5491.zip. 
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3.3.9.3 Removing Entries 

If vendors, or model entries are no longer needed, they can be removed by clicking on the 

icon  after the desired entry. 

  

3.3.10 Conflicts 

When manually extending the driver control file, conflicts can occur when creating vendor 
entries with the same name, or when creating model entries with the same name under a 
single vendor entry. In these cases, the entries are highlighted in dark grey. A warning icon 

 is also displayed. 
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If there are conflicts in the driver control file, the file cannot be saved. The Save button is 
disabled in these cases. 

3.3.11 Filtering functions 

If the driver control file is extended and more and more entries are made for different vendors 
and models, the view quickly becomes confusing. In order to be able to find the correct 
entries quickly, a filter function has been provided, which can be used to filter out certain 
vendor, model or driver entries.  

The filter function is initially deactivated and can be displayed by clicking the  icon. 
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The filter bar appears at the bottom of the window and can be used to define the filter. 

 

 

It is possible to filter by the following properties: 

 Vendor name 

 Model name 

 Driver name 

 Entries with warning (e.g. non-existent drivers, or conflicts) 

 Modified entries 

 

The filter properties can also be combined. In the following example, only entries that contain 
warnings are displayed. These are two entries for VMware and Microsoft. In addition, the 
display is restricted to the models contained in the name 7,1. 
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3.3.11.1 Deactivating filtering 

If the filtering of the entries should be deactivated again, the filtering values and check boxes 

can be removed again, or you can close the filtering display directly via , so that all filtered 
entries are displayed again. 
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4 Injecting Drivers into a Boot Configuration 

Some deployment scenarios may require another approach to deploying certain drivers. 

Some devices need to be fully initialized before Windows HAL, devices like some docking 
stations that support mac address pass through as an example. 

To allow an easy and comprehensive method of addressing such scenarios, WinPE based 
deployment by Matrix42 offers now the option to declare driver packages that are to be 
injected into the boot image. 

In the following, short, step-by step guide we will add an exemplary driver to be injected into 
the boot-image. 

1 We create a new boot configuration. 

2 Switch to advanced properties. 

 

Note that the user interface has changed slightly. 

We will go into details once we added the drivers. 

3 Now add a driver to the boot configuration by clicking on the  icon below the 
driver list and selecting the desired driver. 

Added drivers can now be deleted by clicking the recycle bin icon on the right side of the 
driver list. 
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A driver was added to the boot image, in this case a VMware VMCIBusDevice driver. 

 

This driver is marked as "Inject Driver" type and will be injected into the boot configuration 
afterwards. 

Another driver has also been added, in this case a PVSCSI driver, to show the visual 
difference between the two driver integration options. 

Note that per default, a driver that is newly added will be declared a "Driver Folder" type 
driver, meaning that the driver will be loaded into WinPE during the runtime. 

To change the Type of the driver, click on the list item, that will bring up a pulldown menu, 
where you can change the driver Type for this specific boot image. 
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5 FAQ 

Question: I get the error message 'Saving the driver.json was not successful'. What 
could be the reason? 

 

Answer: This is probably due to the permissions of the user who started the Matrix42 
Driver Assistant.  

Make sure that this user is allowed to create, delete and modify files and directories in 
the directory: 

\\%EmpirumServer%\Configurator$\Packages\Matrix42\OsPackages\Dri

vers  

 

Question: I have modified the control file using the Matrix42 driver assistant. 
However, the drivers are not used. In the log there is an error "Copy-Item: Illegal 
characters in path". What could be the reason? 

Answer: Make sure you are using a current version of the DriversIntegration package 
(at least 2.6). Older versions of the package will not work with the slightly modified 
specification of the driver that should be used. 
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